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During our first meeting for 1979 we will be presenting a slide programme with commentary prepared by ANOS-Viotorie on "Victorian
There will also be all the regular monthly meeting
Native Orchids".
features including Plant Display and Commentary, Popular Vote, Trad 7
ing Table and Library.

TUBER AND SEEDBANK REPORT
Committee have appointed Don Wells to run the seed bank and also look after
any tubers which become available.
The following seeds , areavailable to members of NOSSA:

Et trostylis nutans
/yaIIou`

PterosLylisalll
(white or blue)
Oendrob1um linouiformo

Local members can pick up seeds at monthly meetings from Don Wells. Country
and interstate members can have seeds of your choice by sending a stamped
addressed envelope to:
Don Wells
86 Pitman Road
WINDSOR GARDENS
S.A. 5087
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Tuber and Seed Bank Report (contd)
Tubers will be handled for the first time this year. It may be a little
late for this season, in which case they will be grown on and offered
Surplus tubers from growers would be greatly appreciated
next season.
and will be either distributed to members, grown on for next season, or
at a later date exchanged with interstate societies thereby spreading
interstate tubers amongst NOSSA members.
dendrobiums have any wkeikis ,( small aerial growths \ which can bbe
Do your dendroo
broken off and donated to NO q SA9 Jim Simmons has offered ) to pot up and
grow on any keikis donated. When established they will be sold on the
trading table or perhaps at shows.
is the most 6ooperative species in this regard.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meetingof NOSSA will be held onTueaday ' 27 March at
8.00 p~m " prior to the ordinary monthly meeting.
Nominations for Committee
Nominations are required for:
President (one position)
Vice-President (one position)
Honorary Secretary (one position)
Honorary Treasurer (one position)
Committee (two positions)
The President, having completed two years in offioex is not eligible for
re-election to this office.
All other members can be re-elected.
Mr George Nieuwenhoven and Mr Reg Shooter have one year still to serve on
Committee.
Nomination forms are available from the Secretary or at the February m ee ting. Completed forms must be lodged with the Secretary 21 days prior to
the Annual General Meeting.

WEDDING BELLS i

.'

'

At 5 p.m. on December 30 the little Uniting Church Coromandel Valley,
sited amidst large gum trees, was packed with relatives and friends to
witness the marriage of two of our members, Marianne Furness, a foundation member, and Simon Wakelin ^
Of course orchids were included in the bouquets carried by the bride and
her two sister bridesmaids.
Congratulations and Best Wishes. Good Health and Happiness.

,COLTURAL. NOTES
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Terrestrials.

terIt is getting very late now to be repotting deciduous
_
restrial orchids because the tubers in many cases will have long shoots.
Unless greet care is taken 4 thothshoots will break off when the potb are
vza
knocked --', Q+
v+best not to disturb- the p11h b to wait
l
ebefordrepotting.
until next
Move your pots .^their growing positions for the ,winter if you have, ot,aly.
ready done so~Replenish the topping oS chopped pine orsheaak needles. . Some
growers prefer crushed gum leaves. I don't like gum leaves unless shredded
or broken into very small pieces because they smother any seedlings. Whatever topping you use must be in place before the tuber shoots toph thj_
surface. Seed can be sown now or in a month or two. , Water sparingly until a
plants until
^^- /r
-f March to + tey to delay emergence
after the
least the
^'
hot weather is over. Epotation rates begin to decrease rapidlyy TdmAR l
Marohend you Will find that your Pots do Atdrv out rapidly like they' dg`
in summer.
I

I^..ll

SoMe grouera. have arfouspecies up, already . andmore plants will appear with
each passing week.
!U first species to appear in my collection are usually
March. Plants in one pot a!' D. puncexpect to show up in the first week
hineaveyar1
tata
ly
hot
summerAt
the
rain ! in mid_JanuarymilI
we have hao an,
"
h-'^k affect onthe emergence or She
--, ooibn,
Epiphytes.
I have a few sunburnt plants due to holes in the ah .6610
plualepkof\humidity1n the air. It seems we never learn as this sort of
thing has happened to me before. Some growers are using 80% shadecloth and
getting good results. Other successful growera have glasshouses where the
humidity can
maintained with misting sprays or evaporative coolers. ,.
and I
ahad-h" u- -- is 50' shedecloth
efloor which I try to
= have eawdust on.
^^ -- ^
keep damp, but I' still get 60660 Of
^e^ scorch in the summit
mm^r months.
The nights are getting longer and cooler now that summer_ is almost over ,.
This means a.oha gain watering habita ° I cut out watering in the evenings
(unless it is very hot) and water in the mornings, Ouewatering is worse
"
than u nd~^^"
dying roots.
^~ ~- oring and leads to sick

The Society has purchased a KODAK CarooeolS-AU2000 projector (at e large
discount thanks to Jim Simmons) which will be used at the next meeting.
Lea Nesbitt has been appointed
cusodiarj of'
projector.
of
It can be
.
borrowed only with the aP Proval of Committee.

NEWM EM BERS
Mr and Mrs S.B. Holmes, Blackwood
Mr D.M. Johnson, Holden Hill
-hr CC. Murray, Warrawee, N.S.W.

SOMETHOUGHTS ON GROWING NATIVE DENDROBIUMS IN ADELAIDE

0.S

`The . 0anus
Currently, there are over 50apecies or putative hybrids of indigenous
Dendrobiums which occur in Australia, many of which are endemic.
Most
the species from the Phalaenathe and Ceratobium section have been used
extensively overseas for hybridising for many years but the last two
decades have seen a tremendous growth in the selective crossing=of many
of the . cooler growing species so.that an extensive range of man-made' cool
growing hybrids is now available to growers.

Dendrobiums are generally epiphytic in their natural habitat, many species
preferring a particular genus or species of host tree, However,. some are
lithophytic growing in rock face , crevices or on rocks. At least one species 9
D.
D. lobbii, may be regarded as terrestrial. Their natural occurrence range
tropical
from the areas of the north-west of Western Australia, the northern areas of Northern Territory and 'Queensland ranging through sub-tropical
and. temperate zones of the east coast region. as far south as Tasmania where
one species, D. striolatum, occurs.
These areas : although they cover a wide range of temperatures -- both maximum and minimum -- have one thing in common: they all enjoy a predominantly
summer rainfall and its attendant high humidity and a relatively dry winter.
Adelaide and South Australia in contrast has a hot dry summer with winter
rainfall.
It is significant that none of the genus occurs, or in fact any epiphytic
orchids are known to occur, naturally in South Australia due to t:hisumsuitable factor in the environment.
It follows that to grow Dendrobiums in Adelaide it is necessary to create
a micro-clime more in keeping with their natural environment.
Cultural: Requirements
Temperatures.
The minimum `temperatures experienced in Adelaide winters
in conjunction with the growing facilities available will dictate what may
be successfully grown.
A table at the end of this article divides the species into cool, medium
and warm growers and although geographic location is a consideration, it
should be remembered that elevation is also an important factor. For example D. agrostophyllum is usually found in north Queensland at elevations
of about 1000 metres and can be regarded as a cool grower in Adelaide.
Broadly we may consider the following conditions:
(a) Cool Growers -- where winter temperatures do not drop below 3 or 4°C.
These do well in a shade or bush house in Adelaide with some weather
protection from both wind and excessive rain in winter.
(b) Medium Growers --- where winter temperatures do not drop below about
12°C. Medium growers will require a greenhouse with some heat for
satisfactory growth.
(c) Warm Growers -- where winter temperatures do not drop below 17 0 C.
growers require a heated glasshouse.

Warm
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Some Thoughts on Growing NativeDendrobiums -(coned)
Light Conditions.
Dendrobiums generally require high light intensities:
20,000 lux to full sunlight. For cooler growing types 40% shade or less is
adequate during spring and summer months when the new growths are forming.
Light intensities can be increased in the autumn and winter months 0 as
high as practibal
short of scorching.
PottingMethods.

Due

to their

epiphytic habit most Derldrobiurns can be

grown on slabs of tree fern, bark, cork, etc. If using tree fern - 'boil it
before use as some species can have very lbw P.H. values and are far koo
acid for the plant. The big disadvantage with slab culture in, Adelaide is
our low summer humidity and unless this is adequately compensated the results can be disappointing.
Alternatively, Dendrobiums respond well to pot culture. Because they like
to dry out between watering they will do better in clay pots than plastic.
Slotted clay pots are better still as they permit adequate aeration of the
root system.
Small seedlings ex-community pots or keikis can be started off in 2"
"thumb pots" and progressed as they mature. They prefer to be crowded and
under-potted"rather than over-potted. Two years should be a maximum period
for repotting due -to thebuildup of salts from the Adelaide water.
Potting Mixes.
Seedlings respond ` well in a mix of
with about 10% shredded ' peat mdss'' added. SOM growers
ofa similar size or a mix of both.

A" to
prefer

charcoal
fir' bank 'c'hips

It is prudent to sterilize` th'e mix on a tray Ain " t,he oven before using. An
hour at 300 0 F 'is adequatti and wash the seedlings in a weak solution of"Gene late" before planting out
As plants are "potted on" and a firm root structure is established they can
be grown in a larger size, say . 2", charcoal, fir bark or scoria. A mixture
which has been found to be quite satisfactory is about 75%'scoria and 25%
charcoal.
Watering.
When new growths are forming in the summer months, and provided an open mix is used, it is almost impossible to over-water.` Overhead
watering should be avoided if possible as water left in the centre of young
developing growths can cause bacterial rot. Winter watering can be reduced
to once a week or less.Just sufficient to stop shrivelling of the pseudobulbs.
Some consideration must be given to increasing the humidityin summer be it
shadehouse or glasshouse culture:. This may vary from a wet gravel or scoria
floor in the house -..to a misting system,, humidifier or evaporative cooler.
This is a most important factor and can. mean the difference between keeping
plants alive or making them grow.
Feeding.
During their , growth period Dendrobiums will respond to a
weekly , feeding of "-Nitrosol" or any 30-10-10 fertilizer will be found suitable. Nitrogen: should be, reduced with the new growths have formed and a
suitable winter mix is a 10-10-10 fertilizer - see later note this factor.
Ventilation.
Likemost orchids Dendrobiums prefer goodair movement and
ventilation around the plants. In glasshouses.it will require a fan or
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Some Thou•hts on Growin• Native Den•robiums(contd)
cooler giving about 25-30 air changes per hour to hold the house temperatures

constant

during summer months due to the high thermal load on the glass.

Pestsand Diseases

bugs, thrips, brown scale and red spider can all be problems. Normally
Dendrobium beetle is almost unknown. Rather than spraying, the granular insecticide"Disyston 5" has been found effective ,in controlling most pests except
Red Spider. Infestation of mealy bugs should be removed with a fine artist'
brush dipped in methylated spirit at the time of treatment with "Disyston".

Mealy

It is usually necessary to use "Kelthane"' spray or similar for Red Spider
and repeat the treatment at 10 day intervals for ablaut three aOplications.
Slugs and snails may be controlled by the normal application of "Baysol".
Ants, which are more indirect than direct pests, may be disillusioned by. a.
sprinkling of "Chlordane" around the benches.
Common Problems
A common complaint from Dendrobium growers is lack of flowers and/or the
excessive formation of "keikis" on the healthy plants. Dealing with the
latter first - some species of Dendrobiums are very prone to form "keikis"
at the expense of flowering. This is marked in D. kin g ianum and its exHowever, the formation of
tensive hybrids, ,Ds biqibbum, D.discolor, etc.
"keikis" and/or the lack of flowering on otherwise healthy plants is
usually due to one or a combination of thefotlowng causes:.
(a) insufficient light,
(b) autumn/winter feeding of high nitrogen fertilizer.,
(,c) night temperatures too high in winter. For example, cool, growers
should experience

at

least one month of minimum temperatures of' less

than

100C in the autumn/winter period to ensure the establishment of flower buds.
AUSTRALIAN DENDROBIUMS TEMPERATURE. GRADING
linguiforme
cucumerimum
teretifolium
striolatum
tenuissimum
mortii
beckleri
racemosum

D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.

x grimesii
pugioniforme
monophyllum
schneiderae
speciosum
ruppianum
aemulum
gracilicaule

Cool

D.
D.
0.
D.
0.
D.
D.
D.

Medium

D. x foederatum
D. rigidum
D. tetragunum

D. lichenastrum
D. toressae
D. mortii

Warm

D. wassellii
D. bifalce ,
D.bigibbum
D. dicuphum
D. x superbiens
D. x vinicolor
D. bigibbum var
venosum

D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D,

canaliculatum
antennatum
nindii
discolor
johannis
wilkianum
stuartii
smillieae

D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.

x suffusum
x gracillimum
falcorostru.m
fleckeri
adae
kingienum
x delicatum
agrostophyllum

0. carrii
D. bairdianum

D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
O.

ophioglossum
baileyi
cancrodies
luteocilium
tozerensis
malbrownii
lobbii

OBSERVATIONS OF NATIVE BEES ON DIURIS PEDUNCULATA
During an excursion to an area of bushland on the 18th of September, 1977, to
photograph species of Diuris a native bee was seen inside the flower of a
Diuris pedunculata. This bee had attached to its head what looked like part
of the pollina from an orchid. The camera was brought over to the plant
with the intention of photographing the bee in the flower. No sooner had
the instrument been set up and focused than the bee suddenly flew off.
On searching for more Diuris pedunculata flowers a plant with three flowers
and three bees was found. Two of the bees were in one flower. Quickly these
were photographed and captured.
No further bees were found. The two captured bees were taken into the Museum in Adelaide for identification.
They,
were identified as male Lesioglossum lanarium and were nectar feeders.
In the following November 1977 issue of the NOSSA Journal on page12, mention
was made in an article byMr R. Bates of his collection of native bees in the
genus.Sasioglossum from flowers of Diuris pedunculata. Undoubtedly these
were the same bees as I had found. Two points in the article did not coincide
with my observations or the results of my reading on the subject of pollination. The first concerns the statement that these bees were attracted to the
flowers by the use of sex pheromones.
The second point said that the bees
became drugged and dazed by feeding upon the stigma. Deciding that I could
not substantiate these remarks, yet not having enough experience with the
bees to support any comment I felt should be made, I decided to make further
observations in 1978.
The 1978 investigation began on the 24th of September, almost at the same spot
where the first bee was observed in 1977. Again a bee was found, also carrying a parcel of pollen attached to its head, in a flower of D. pedunculata.
Quickly this bee was captured to be photographed later where it could not fly
away and. be lost. The stigma of the orchid flower the bee was taken from
carried a heavy coating of pollen, obviously the missing part from the bee's
head.
Further searching located another five bees feeding or resting in the flowers
of the above Diuris species. Several photographs were taken and two more bees
captured, each showing its indignation at losing its freedom. In putting the
last bee into the box it almost caused the other two to escape, so active had
they become.
I made several experiments on the other three to see if they
were in any way dazed or drugged. Each in turn proved that it had its full
faculties by flying off quite smartly soon after my small disturbances started.
The three captured bees were taken home for further experiments that started
during the evening of Monday the 25th of September. Three separate Diuris
plants were setup under a small fluorescent lamp, these plants being 0, pedunculata with two flowers each with no pollina, p. palachila and a made hybrid.
between D. lonpifoliaend D. pedunculata. All flowers on the later two
plants were complete with pollina.
Each bee was placed upon a separate plant. As the insects became active they
consistently moved to the flowers. of the D. pedunculata plant, even though
they were replaced upon the other plants. During these experiments two of
the bees moved up to the column of the D. pedunculata flowers and appeared
to feed. After each bee had fed at the column it was noticed that it became
more active than the other two by making short flights away from the flowers.
One bee eventually flew away to investigate the main lamp in the room. When
the activity eased, the bees would become very still as though sleeping and
at these times seemed quite torpid. It was always after a period of "sleep"
that the bees fed at the column or made attempts to.
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Observations of Native Bees (contd)
On the evening of Tuesday the 26th of September, 1978 9 one flowering plant
of D. p.edunoulata with two flowers complete with pollina was. used in the
bee experiments. One bee was. used in the experiments of this evening as
the other two were very active and continually flew away from the flowers.
After the bee was placed upon the flower the small fluorescent lamp was
moved closer to provide maximum light. After walking about the flower for
a short time the bee climbed over the edge of the labellum and appeared to
go to sleep on the underside. After some 15 minutes of seeing no activity
I busied myself with other work, glancing at the bee from time to time.
About half an hour later it was noticed that the bee had moved up to
petal and was moving its head around in a manner as though it was trying to
remove the freshly attached pollin g that was fixed between its feelers.
Now I watched this bee closely especially as it started to become more active.
The pollina seemed to be an encumberanre to the bee and after about five
minutes of fruitless effort to ease itself the insect started to make short
flights. Finding it difficult to keep the creature on either flower of the
plant, it was placed at the base amongst the leaves. After a few more
abortive attempts to fly it started to climb the flower stem. On reaching
the first flower, which still contained its pollina9 the bee moved smartly
over to the labellum and then straight up to the column. Now a frantic
effort was being made by the author to get all this activity on film with
not much success. On reaching the column the bee pushed its head into this
structure as it would to feed, now it stopped, struggled, convulsed, relaxed
and then with one mighty heave backed away from the column. Above the
already attached pollina was fixed the second pollina exactly between the
feelers as before. The stigma of this flower now carried - two.. distinct
patches. of pollen.
The bee again seemed to be disturbed by the added pollina and became pro gressively active, Making photography difficult.
When the bee started to
fly it was placed in a small box which was in turn put into the refrigerator
for a short time. From experience the previous night I had found that cooling quickly quietened these bees. However, at each flash from the flashgun
the bee always roused itself and tried to fly off.
Before I make any conclusions on my observations there are a few points about '
the bushland site the bees were collected in, and about D. pedunculate, that
should be mentioned. First, in my searches for bees I noticed that about
60%'of the flowers of the above study plant had lost their !Janina, some
10% had smears of pollen on their stigmas while quite a number. of pollina
were noticed lying either on the floral segments or on nearby plants.
At the time of my visit to the area three other Diuris species were in flower
but none had any bees in or about their flowers. The Other species were D.
maculate: more numerous than D. peduncula-ta but spread over agreater area
these plants had many spent flowers with about 15% of the ovaries expanded.
A plant not so common as the study species but as widespread was ,D.palechila
with a few spent flowers. One colony of D..longifolia was noticed with the
first flowers just open. The flowers of D. palachila , showed quite a number
of forms and as this. plant. could , possibly be a natural hybrid between two
or more of the other three species, there may be interspecies pollinators in
this area.
A small beetle was noticed on several flowers of D.pedunculata,mostly about
the outer margins of the labellum. None were noticed with any pollen traces
upon them. Some flowers of the above species were pitted with holes which

Observations of Native Bees (contd)
indicated that some visitor was feeding upon the substance of the blooms.
Besides the bees being possible pollinators these later visitors could also
fill this category. Finally D. pedunculata emits quite a strong, sweet fragrant perfume, especially on a warm day.
In conclusion I can find .no.evidence to, suggest that the native bees Lasioglossum lanarium _ are attracted to the- flowers of D. pedunculata by or for
any sexualpurpose. They may be, attracted initially by the fragrant perfume
and then by the bright yellow colour. From my readings of books on plant
biology L am told that yellow.; flowers . are bee flowers. During the running.
of my evening experiments the. ambient, light and heat levels would have been
too low to cause any vaporous emissions from the flowers being used. The
three bees used in this investigation did, however, show a strong preference to
the yellow flowers of D. pedunculata, which could have been only a visual
attraction<
At no time did the bees become dazed or drugged after feeding from the above
flowers, in fact the opposite seemed to be the case for after each feed they
became more active. If the bees do consume the cocaine-type substance as suggeste,d by Mr Bates, then it must act like a stimulant not unlike some of the.
On this point the builogy books say that if these
beverages we humans drink.
they appear to be, then they would have become
pollinators,
as
insects are the
The cocaine-type sub immune to any drugs excreted by these flowers by now.
`pollen
stance may be used by the plant to.stimulate, the
into germination so
to
the
ovary.
that it will grow into the stigma and dawn
The logical function for the flower would be to rid itself as quickly as possible of the pollinator after the pollina had been picked up, so that autoThis could explain the heightened
gamy (self-pollination) is not performed.
activity of the bees after feeding and once they had picked up any leonine.
It would seem that many pollina are lost, after they have been attached to a
bee then withdrawn, by being removed from its body by the insect before it
visits another flower.
Raymond C. Nash, 77 Coromandel Parade, Blackwood, S.A. 5051, 6th October1978

TOOPERANG SWAMP TRIP

14.1.79

Peter Hornsby

A maximum temperature of 40.11 0 C the previous day, and a forecast of 42 0 C for
the day caused many of the regulars to cry off from this trip.
In the end,
it was a small but select band that set out to explore a network of swamps
in the Tooperang area.
We started off at a water reserve on a tributary of the Tookayerta Greek, to
the consternation of a family of blue wrens that dashed off over the hedge
row amid cries of alarm. Very soon.Ray Nash spotted a tall specimen of
Cryptostylis sublata, in a comparatively dry patch, away from the main
course of the swamp. This was the only orchid we found in flower at this
spot, though we did see Prasophyllum au`strale and P. hartii in seed as well
as Microtis parviflora.
The comparative.dearth of orchids caused us to notice other things for a
change, the most noteworthy being the' abundance of the spiny spiders -•
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Dopey, Swamp Trip (contd)
Gesteracanthabinex
webs over marshy areae.

a genus with a marked preference for making their

4 They were also frequently encountered at 'ou second s to p» thaTooperangproperty of John and Lesley Uizord ^ Here the President, Les Nesbitt, was the
first to spot the a
ob
cosmopolitan species with delicate pink flewers spiralling up the tem. Its
tendency to grow right out in the open shows just how much the species must
appreciate the full sunlight, especially at this time of the year! Ray
Nash's synopsis of the area was that it was the best bit of swamp he'd seen
for years - a point which he proved with ' al most professional display of
swamp traipolining - a sport known only to the initiated, and one that has
to be experienced to be believed.
In spite of his acrobatic activities, we failed to find any other species
in flower. We were able to show the Vizards the Spiranthes, and also Microtis borviflors in seed nearby.
They expressed an interest in identifying
the ferns growing on their property, Any offers from anybody who is good
on the water fQnsp Blechnum sp? They also have some dense thickets Of the
coral fern, GleichohiamicroohylLa. There are undoubtedly other ferns there
we overlooked, notwithstanding the bracken, Pteridum esculentum.
This stop was followed by a quick trip to the Goolwa and Port Elliot rubbish
dump at.Nangkita l where we found M. parviflora in flower. From there we
paid our second successive visit to Brian and May Warner's property on the
River Finniss, at Yundio There we again found L.sUbulata in flower, as
well as NaKohOllumeustrale t P. hartii, and possibly P. diversifoliat in
seed as well as M. jarviflora and Thelymitra venosa in a similar state. It
is incredible how some species, such as the last one, were only just beginning
to appear on the previous field trip, whereas by now they have passed right
through the flower cycle to be at the stage of carrying fat seed pods.
By far the most impressive feature of this part of the trip was the abundance of S. sinensis. They were everywhereq ranging from beautiful deep pink
specimens to examples with , pure white flowers. Brian showed us a pair of,
waterholes being cleaned out, and permitted us to remove the orchids growing
in these two spots. Not surprisingly, although theoretically unprepared for
such an offer, there was no lack of volunteers to remove the plants. We are
very grateful to the Warners for their very kind offerp and I feel sure they
will be pleased to know that some of their Spiranthes are now located in the
new Black Hill Flora Reserve.
Eventually, at quite an advanced hour, we set off back to Adelaide, ' with the
feeling that we had achieved a very successful start to this year's field
trips, though the excursion schedule now' goes into belated recess until the
autumn.
One issue that cropped up during the course of conversation on the trip is
the exact classification of orchids. Throughout this and the writeup on the
previous field trip, reference has been made to the genus Microtio°and in
particular M. parviflora.
The various M1orAs species are difficult for
the layman to differentiate, and the suggestion has been put forward that
what we have been referring to here as M. parviflora is in fact M. unifolia,
with the latter encompassing several of what are now identified
separate
species. This underlines the need for some clear indication-of what clasaification
ion system is being used. The ultimate aim should be for the reader to
know which plant is being dlaouaaedv rather than whether or not the title is
absolutely correct.

Statement of Receipts andPayments

fryearended31stDecember1978 ..

Reoaipts.
Subscriptions
520.00
1978 .;
8.00
1979
Donations -General

Specific

South Coast Orchid Club
Raf'fle' Prb'Caeda

Plant Competition
Journal Sales
Postage

Bank Interest
Publications
Cork ,
Plant 5al,as and
Commission
Badges

5.

Library,
Badge Die
'Projector Stand

Statiohery '
Typing Journal (2 years)
Donation for use of Quplicat.or
Overhaul of; Duplicator

80.00
12.98
12»00
151.37
187:07
95.00
5.00
27.11

Publications

106.40

PaintedEmblein"
24.00
100.00
150.00
172.50
12.00`
14.40
1.611 .
11.13
108.00
209.84

28.85

Postage.

:Cork _.
Plants.
Badges
Shaw Prizes
Rent of Hall (part`)
Name Bars
Insurance ;- Public Liability`
Australian OrchidFound;ation
Australian 'Native Orchid;
Society.
Presentation
Raffle Permit
Fare to Sydney- wholly met by
Specific Donation's "
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Native Orchid Society of South Australia and
certify that the above Statement of Receipts
and Payments is in accordance with the books
and records produced.
(signed)
25th January, 1979

NOTE:

C.K. Yates
'Honorary Auditor

Since the preparation of these adcounts the
Society has purchased a projector at a cost
of $352.
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,OC#CHI. fS ' AND CAMELS AT MT. FINKE

R. Bates

Westof Tarpoola, on the north-eastern fringe of the Nullabor Plain the
ed saheb- dunes
"legeidary" "Mt: Finks rises`some'- 200- metres -above a -mass of-red
and salt pans. The name is neither romantic in sound or origin but than
there is nothing romantic about' the surrounding desert either -- yet there
is a certain charm to the place.: ..
Desert mountains always appear larger from a distance and' certainly from
thirty kilometres away Mt.Finke has the profile of Kilimanjaro and the
apparent height of Everest as it floats in a mirage lake. The "nearest
habitated house is fifty kilometres distant so it is certainly magnificent
in its isolation.

It

was to Mt. Finke that we headed in the last week of August last year.
The road •nded at'Melbooma outstation.:: on the railway line and we f ollowed
a track along the fence for thirty kilometres until some huge sanq dunes
where the fence ended and the track-"dissolved". Fully loaded the Subaru
couldn't make the first dune so we set up camp amid the gorgeous pink and
white "everlastings" -- a real sea Of them.
During the night we were awakened by`grunting and snorting and even the
dog hid in the tent. It' turned out that we were camped on a camel pad.
Luckily they, eventually decided to detour around us.

Next

day, with the Subaru stripped of seats and everything else not needed,
the tyres deflated and plenty'of water.. on board, we set sail over the red
waves of sand -- on each crest we could see "the Finks".
Thirty dunes
later, and with sea-sickness creeping on, we were onto the salt pan next
to the mountain, its backbd.ne. ofwhite quartz a dominant feature.
Despite the wet winter the ground was dry and bare as we climbed the northeast slopes with the dominant plant being Eucalyptus roungiana about two
metres tall.

Annual

rainfall at Tarcoola(the nearest recording station) is about 7"
(175 mm) per annum yet orchids were widespread. Within five minutes we
had found a beautiful red Pterostylis of the "rufous" group and other
Pterostylis rosettes were scattered among the rocks. What really surprised us was the great number of Pterostylis nena, especially near the
summit.
From the top no other hills can be seen in any direction. If you ever
feel like "getting away from it all" why not try Mt.rFinke --'but be sure
to let the police at Tarcoola know where you are as a breakdown would probably mean dying of thirst unless someone knew where you were.
Really Mt. Finke reminds me of the old saying -- "orchids are where you
find them".

LIBRARY BOOKS..
We wish to spend some money this year
on additional books. Have you any
suggestions as to suitable books?

